
SEO SERVICES
Especially for our existing customers but also for new customers we offer

individually adaptable Search Engine Optimization (SEO) solutions. In
addition, parts of it can be integrated into our existing concept and easily

added as modules.



SEO SERVICES

SEO Report

PRICE

EFFORT

INCLUDED

BENEFITS

SEO Audit

PRICE

EFFORT

INCLUDED

BENEFITS

Free

Initial analysis with SEO tools 4 hours

Results as PDF presentation with in2code branding

Overview to the most relevant issues
Basis for further SEO work
Obtain a second opinion

Individual from 1800€ + 120€ / hr

15 hrs + SEO Tools + Access to clients' analysis tools + Kickoff Meeting, objective
agreement + Final Meeting

Results of all analyses with customer branding
Current status with relevant KPI
Potential analysis with effort and benefit estimation

Understanding priorities, template for management/marketing, independent assessment



SEO SERVICES

SEO Support

PRICE

EFFORT

INCLUDED

BENEFITS

SEO Workshop

PRICE

EFFORT

INCLUDED

BENEFITS

5 hrs up to 20 hrs/mth (130€/std.) + 100€ monitoring

SEO Tools + Access to clients' analysis tools + Kickoff Meeting + monthly monitoring

monthly reporting + Recommendations + monitoring
Consulting and continuous work on SEO

continuous improvement of visibility, Key-Account Manager, professional help in in2code
quality, emergency help for acute issues

800€ + 350€ per attendee (2-5 attendees)

SEO Tools + Access to clients' analysis tools 3 hours of training + evaluation

Basics / Advanced + current trends
Best practices with examples and analyses
Deep Dive on your system

Help for self-help, generate your own company know how, better understanding of
optimization potentials



SEO SERVICES

Other services

SERP optimization (Displayed search result pages)

A-B testing for the results, over a defined period with final evaluation and recommendations

Content/Keyword analyses

Define keywords and content recommendations

Individual Content seeding campaign

Core Web Vitals Improvement

Ready for the May 2021 update: The new ranking factor for mobile websites Optimization of technical issues

and online marketing is even more than just SEO

Usability und User Experience analyses

conversion tracking and optimization

SEM (Advertising) consulting and execution

Optimization on other platforms → Youtube, Amazon, Booking, App-Store, and more


